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Perceptual computing and HUman SEnsing Lab

Social Signal Processing

Affective Computing



Affective Computing

is a multidisciplinary topic, with the aim to give computers the ability to:

•  recognize emotions,

•  express emotions,

• “have” emotions.

Nexi



Social Signal Processing

Vinciarelli, Alessandro, et al. "Social signals, their function, and automatic analysis: a survey." Proceedings of the 10th ICMI. ACM, 2008.



Gaze

is an important component of social interaction 
and a crucial signal of non-verbal communication

Kingstone, A., et al. "Cognitive Ethology and Social Attention." On Human Nature. 2017. 365-382.



Context

In the course of a typical face-to-face 
interaction:

■ eye contact is an indicator of 
trustworthiness

■ although a long direct gaze 
could be interpreted as a threat.



Direct eye contact activates
specific brain areas involved in human 
interaction and face processing.

Therefore, person perception is 
increased when gaze is directed toward 
the viewer.

Hoffman, Elizabeth A., and James V. Haxby. "Distinct representations of eye 
gaze and identity in the distributed human neural system for face 
perception." Nature neuroscience 3.1 (2000): 80.



Looks obvious that...

in order to realise effective and empathic 
computational systems that naturally 
interacts with humans (HCI) it is necessary 
to model the processes behind human 
gaze deployment.
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Eye movements unfolding in time



Overview



Eye tracking
DATA RECORDING

Recording scenario:

● Task based/Free viewing

● Static/dynamic stimulus

● Screen based/Glasses

https://www.tobii.co
m

EMPIRICAL DATA



Eye tracking data

The raw gaze trajectories are 
subsequently parsed in a discrete 
sequence of time-stamped gaze 
locations or fixations: the scanpath.



Attention map

By collecting the fixations of S 
subjects on the i-th stimulus,
an attention map can be computed in 
the form of a 2D empirical fixation 
distribution map. 



Overview



Where to Look Next?

concerns choosing WHAT to gaze at 
(features, objects, actions) and their 
location

involves HOW we gaze at what we 
have chosen to gaze, and crucially 
brings in the unfolding dynamics of 
gaze deployment

MODEL-GENERATED DATA



Saliency map

Salience model

WHAT



Scanpath generation

Gaze-shift model

HOW



Problems with saliency maps

Boccignone, G., Cuculo, V., & D’Amelio, A. (2019, September).
Problems with saliency maps. In International Conference on Image Analysis and Processing (pp. 35-46). Springer, Cham.



Boccignone, G., Cuculo, V., & D’Amelio, A. (2019, September). 
Problems with saliency maps. In International Conference on Image Analysis and Processing (pp. 35-46). Springer, Cham.

Subject 1 Subject 2

Problems with saliency maps



Saliency maps do not account for temporal dynamics and fixations are assumed to be 
exchangeable with respect to time, as “freezed” at the end of the viewing process. 

Boccignone, G., Cuculo, V., & D’Amelio, A. (2019, September). 
Problems with saliency maps. In International Conference on Image Analysis and Processing (pp. 35-46). Springer, Cham.

Problems with saliency maps



We explicitly take into account how we look other than where. 

How to look next?



We explicitly take into account how we look other than where.

How to look next?



From Data to Models...



Estimating from eye-tracking data the empirical fixation distribution              at each temporal 
stage led us to a three-stage model.

An initial orienting response 
towards the image center.

CENTER BIAS

A brief exploration, where the 
observers looking at all parts of the 

image they are interested in

CONTEXT

A final equilibrium state, in which 
subjects preferentially return to the 
same fixation locations they visited 

during the exploration

OBJECTS

Temporal fixation maps



… and back!



Proposed model



1. Center bias

First fixation shows a pronounced initial 
center bias caused by: 

● photographer bias

● motor bias

● physical preferences in orbital position



2. Context model

CNN model trained on 365 different scene 
categories.

+

Class Activation Map (CAM)

Zhou, B., Lapedriza, A., Khosla, A., Oliva, A., Torralba, A.:
Places: A 10 million image database for scene recognition. IEEE 
Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (2017)

Scene, predicted as ”bowling alley”



3. Object model

Faces (w1 = 0.5) Text (w2 = 0.4) Objects (w3 = 0.1)

Under free-viewing conditions, it has been shown that 
at least faces and text significantly capture the 
attention of an observer.

When these are missing other common objects that 
might be present within the scene become relevant.



Simulation



Dataset

MIT1003 dataset

DATA 
eye tracking (240 Hz)

SUBJECTS
15 viewers during free-viewing experiment

STIMULI
1003 natural images

DURATION
3 seconds

Judd, Tilke, et al. "Learning to predict where humans look." 2009 IEEE 12th international conference on computer vision. IEEE, 2009.



Evaluation

Center bias 
(500 ms)

Context map 
(1000 ms)

Object map 
(1500 ms)

DeepGaze II 
(3000 ms)



Evaluation
Our DeepGaze II Human



Results

● DeepGaze II is fine-tuned exactly on the same dataset adopted for testing. 
● DeepGaze II w/ CB benefits from the addition of a prior distribution estimated over 

all fixations from the test dataset.



Conclusions

● “time-aware” scanpaths considerably differ from those generated by a static saliency map

● possible optimization of the three-stage switching times

● possibly different weights for the object map components

● conditioning on the (out-of) context for the scanpath generation
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